In this paper we describe the variety of all ECI-algebras which are quasigroups.
The main result of this paper was prssartad during the Conference on Universal Algebra and its Applications, Opole (Jariontowek), May 23-25, 1985.
2.
A BCI-algebra (G,«,0) is called a BC2-q ue.eigrottp iff it is a quasigroup, i.e. iff for every a,be G there sxist uniquely determined elements x,y e G such that ax = b an-3 ya = b.
It is clear that a BCK-algebra which is a quasigroup has only one élément.
We start from some simple examples. Examples. In the sequel ve give some characterizations of BCI-quasigroups. These characterizations are based on the following lemma.
It is not difficult to verify that
Lemma 1· In BCI-algebras the following identities are equivalenti (9) (xy)(xz) = zy, (10) x(xz) = z, (11) 0(xz) » zx.
Proof. Putting y = 0 in (9) and using (3) we obtain (10). Prom (10), (6) and (5) we get zx * (x(xz))x = (xx)(xz) «= • 0(xz), whioh gives (11). Since from (11) there follows 0(0z) • z, hence (11) implies also (9). Indeed, by (6) and (5) we get ( xy ) ( xz ) « (x(xz))y = (0((xz)x))y = (0((xx)z))y = = (0(0z))y = zy, which completes the proof. Similarly for y = b(0a) we have ya = (b(0a))a = (b*a)(0a) = = 0( (Oa) (ba) ) = 0((0(ba))a) = a(0(ba)) = a(ab) •= b, i.e. the equation ya = b has a solution for every a,b e G. If also za = b, then zz = 0 = (za)(ya) = (z(ya))a = (0((ya)z)ja = = (0((yz)a))a = (a(yz))a = 0(yz) = zy, which gives y = z.
-371 -Thus the solution of the equation ya = b also exists and is uniquely determined. This proves that (G,»,0) is a quasigroup.
I β β m a 3· A BCI-algebra is a quasigroup iff it satisfies (10).
Proof.
Obviously any BCI-quasigroup satisfies (10). Conversely, if (10) holds, then for every acG the equation ax = 0 has only one solution χ = a. Indeed, aa ' = 0 by (5) and ax = 0 gives ax « = 0 = (aa)(ax) = (a(ax))a = xa, which implies by (2) χ = a.
As a simple consequence of the above result we obtain Corollary 1.
A BCI-algebra is a quesigroup iff it is medial.
Proof. Every medial BCI-algebra satisfies (10) beoause x(xy) = (xO)(xy) = (xx)(0y) = 0(0y) = (yy)(0y) = • (yO)(yy) = yO = y. Thus this BCI-algebra is a quasigroup.
On the other hand, if it is a quasigroup, then (11) holds. Hence (xy)(zu) = (x(zu))y = (0((zu)x))y = ,(0( (zx) u) )y = = (u(zx))y = (uy)Ux) = (0(yu))(zx) = (0(zx))(yu) = (xz)(yu), which gives (8).d
We say that a BCI-algebra (G,*,0) satisfies the Iseki condition (S) or, as we will alternatively say, has a sum + (cf.
[β]), if there exists a largest element, denoted by a+b, in the set {χ ε G : xa^b}, for any a,b e G t where ^ is a partial order in G defined by the formula: x$y iff xy = 0. Observe that from Lemma 2 follows that a BCI-algebra is a quasigroup iff « is a trivial order.
In [1] it is proved that a BCI-algebra (G,« t 0) has a sum + and (G,+) is a group iff (G,»,0) satisfies (10). Applying this result to Lemma 3 and Corollary 1 we obtain Corollary 2.
A BCI-algebra (G,*,0) has a sum + such that (S,+) is a group if it is a BCI-quasigroup, or equivalently, if it is medial.
As an immediate consequenoe of the above result and Theorem 1 from [1] , we obtain Theorem 1.
The class of all BCI-quasigroups is equationally definable by (6) and (10). These identities are inda pendent.
Let (G,«,0) be a BCI-algebra and let x+y » x(Oy).
A groupoid (G,+) is called an assooiated groupoid of (G,*,0). Theorem 2.
An assooiated groupold has a neutral element Iff It Is a commutative group· Proof. Let e be a neutral element of (G,+). Thus from the definition Ü = e+0 = e(00) = e, which shows that e = 0. Since χ -O+x * 0(0x) for every χ e G, then x+y = x(0y) = (0(0x)) (Oy ) = (0(0y))(0x) = y(0x) = y+x, which gives the aommutativity of (G,+). Hence (x+y)+z = (y+x)+z = (y(0x))(0z) « = (y(0z))(Ox) = (y+z)+x = x+(y+z) and Ox+x = x+Ox = x(0(0x)) = x(0+x) = xx = 0.
This ends the first part of our proof. The second part is obvious. Corollary 3.
A BCI-algebra is a BCI-quasigroup iff its associated groupoid has a neutral element, or equivalent^, iff it satisfies the identity (12) 0(0x) = χ.
Ρ r oof. The condition (12) is a consequence of (10) which is satisfied in every BCI-quasigroup (Lemma 3). Hence O+x = χ = x+0 for all χ β G. Conversely, if (12) holds, then (G,+) has a neutral element and it is a group (Theorem 2). Thus x-y = x+(-y) = x+Oy * x(0(0y)) -xy, i.e. (G,«,0) is a BCI-q uasigroup.
Corollary

4.
A BCI-algebra (G,*,0) is a BCI-quasigroup iff xy « x-y, where (G,+) is an associated group of (G,·,0). This result oan be restated in the form Corollary 5.
A BCI-algebra (G,*,0) is a BCI--quasigroup iff there efcists a commutative group (G,+,0) such that xy = x-y.
As a simple consequenoe of the ¡above oonaideratione we obtain the main result ofthis section. We give this result in the language of definitional^ equivalent olasses (of. [7] or [5] 
5.
A finite subset of a BCI-quasigroup is an ideal iff. it is closed with respect to BCI-operation.
Proof. Prom the above remarks it follows that any subset which is closed with respect to BCI-operstion is an ideal. Conversely, if A is a finite ideal of a BCI-qussigroup (G,·,0), then 0 e A. Moreover, if x^ e A, then x^x^ e A, because (X.J+X.JJ-X.J = x1 e A. Since 3x1~x1 = 2x1 e A, then also 3e A and so on. Thus A contains a cyclic subgroup C(x^) of (G,+) gensrated by x1 e A. If x2e A -C(x.j), then also cd and ( nx.j+mxg) -mx2 e C(x2) cA, which shows that Cix^ + C(x2) c A.
In the next step we select an element, x^ ε A -(θ(χ^) + C(x2)) et cetera. In this way v;e obtain the sequence χ^χ^,χ^».·. of elements of A. But A is finite, hence this sequence is finite and A = C(x1) + C(x2) + ... + C(xQ) for some natural n, which shows that A is a subgroup of (G,+). Thus A is closed with respect to BCI-operation. Corollary 6.
A finite subset of a BCI-quasigroup is an ideal iff it is a subgroup of its associated group, i.e. iff it is a sub-BCI-algebra.
Eiract computations show that a relation ç is a congruence relation of a 3CI-quasigroup iff it is a congruence relation of its associated group. Hence ç is a congruence of a BCI--quasigroup (G,«,0) iff there exists a sub-BCl-quasigroup A (i.e. ρ subgroup of (G, + )) such that xçy iff xy e A (i.e. x-y e Λ).
Similarly it is not difficult to verify that ψ i6 a homomorphisi of BCI-quasigroups iff it is a homomorphism of their associated groups. Therefore a BCI-quasigroup is free in the variety of all BCI-quasigroups iff its associated group is free in the variety of all abelian groups. Obviously ε free BCI-quasigroup is a direct product (cf. [2] ) of its subalgebras. In the other words, a BCI-quasigroup is free iff its associated group is a direct product of infinite cyclic groups.
